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The Experience in Sound and Drama series of audio products from Left Behind have captured the

minds and ears of fiction fans worldwide. Aired on hundreds of radio stations nationwide as well as

the worldwide Web, this package of twelve new episodes will make a total of 84 episodes available

in this format.
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Great in the series - just replacing tape with CD to fill out collection properly. I good series to have in

today's times.

Great series on left behind.

Awesome!

very good! will be listening to more of these types of books.

nice

Thank you very much.



I did read the books first, then tried to get my husband interested by listening to the books on tape.

He couldn't get involved as there was just no excitement in the books on tape. The Audio Dramas,

however, are tremendous and keep you interested. He can't wait to listen more. I will say though, if

you haven't listened to them in order, and/or have not read the books, you may miss out a lot and

will be lost. I fill him in with info from the books because the audio is abridged. As far as the story,

it's easy for us to see through Carpathia because we hear everything that is going on, but take it

from the point of view of the characters that were taken in. Carpathia only told them what they

wanted to hear. An amazing comparison of events when you read Revelations in the Bible.

Yes, these audio dramas are the BEST thing that could happen to Left Behind. The crew that put

this together do an awesome job of using the "theater of the mind" to dramatize Tim LaHaye/Jerry

Jenkins' New York Times Bestseller Christian fiction novels!The actors/actresses are wonderful at

what they do, and they ALL work for their characters.I recommend two things before you listen to

this: Read the books, and listen to the previous albums in the series first!Just as a warning, in case

parents would want to listen to this in the car or something: This is NOT something for kids. As

book-readers know, Nicolae was assassinated in the previous book, and there's a scene where a

mortician goes over the corpse (eugh) as well as other action-oriented scenes.
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